CONCERTO CABLE MANAGEMENT

CONCERTO is a graphical interface designed to make cable management in table designs that use HDBaseT easy. It combines the benefits of HDBaseT with a familiar look and feel. It requires no new cabling infrastructure.

CONCERTO - HDBaseT - HDMI & USB 70’/100’/200’/300’/400’

CHARGING STATIONS

FSR’s line of charging stations adds to the benefits of HDBaseT. These stations allow for charging of mobile devices while maintaining an elegant aesthetic. The charging options include wireless and AC/DC charging. These stations are available in pre-terminated lengths from 50’ to 330’ (15 meter to 100 Meter).

ROOM CONTROL & COMBINING

FSR is a leader in the HDBaseT™ Certified Category A HDMI Products. Our Certified products are designed specifically for use with HDBaseT™. Check out all of our HDBaseT™ Products.

Audio, Video, Signal Management and Infrastructure Technologies

AT-A-GLANCE

Audio, Video, Signal Management and Infrastructure Technologies

FSR Works For You
Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure.

A unique variety of boxes to handle stage, raised access, poured concrete or retro-fit flooring applications. FSR matches the décor of your installation with solid construction, beautiful carpet rims, flanges, and available accessories.

Our Fire-Resistant floor solutions expand the versatility of our floor box line by providing enhanced, fire-resistant versions of our existing products. Our FRK kits are UL listed and comply with UL 263 Fire Resistance Ratings.

Protect and Secure your Infrastructure Connections

Indoor and outdoor wall boxes protect your wall plates, panels and connections elegantly and securely. The PWB-FR-450 is the industry's only fire-rated box of this size. Every wall mounted display needs a PWB!

SMART-WAY RACEWAY

The Smart-Way Raceway System is the intelligent choice for wire management.

It installs on top of or in any flooring and provides a quick, easy, affordable and attractive installation.

The Smart-Way Raceway gets cables where they’re needed. The raceway is perfect for collaborative environments or classrooms.

The raceway compartments provide ample space for power, communications and A/V connectivity.

The Smart-Way is wafer thin at 0.37" thick. ADA compliant, available in slate gray or aluminum finishes and is sold in 6' sections.

HuddleVU KITS

From a single computer, to a full classroom or multi-media boardroom, HuddleVU kits will distribute and process with cost-effective quality.

PWB-320/323XLPWB-100

PWB-FR-450 Large Project Wall Box

PWB-455 die-cast front panel box

The DUAL-DIGITAL KIT includes a CT6 Table Box, a DV-HSW-21A 2 x 1 HDMI Switcher and Cable Kit.

The DUAL-UNITY KIT includes a CT6 Table Box, CX 1 x 1 and Unity Hub and Cable Kit.

The QUAD UNIVERSAL KIT includes a CT6 Table Box, DV-HDSS-41-Tx 4 x 1 Scaling Switcher and Cable Kit.

FLOOR BOXES

WALL BOXES

CEILING BOXES

TABLE

CONNECTIVITY

It's Not Just Power Anymore!

FSR SmartFit is an innovative system that provides flexible AV solutions for fire rated "poke-thrus". The SmartFit system features a universal cover assembly and multiple sub-plates that install on the fire rated "poke-thrus". NOW AVAILABLE IN 4", 6", 8" & 10" SIZES.

Smart-Way Raceway System is the intelligent choice for wire management. It installs on top of or in any flooring and provides a quick, easy, affordable and attractive installation.
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Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure.

A unique variety of boxes to handle stage, raised access, poured concrete or retro-fit flooring applications. FSR matches the décor of your installation with solid construction, beautiful carpet rims, flanges, and available accessories.

Our Fire-Resistant floor solutions expand the versatility of our floor box line by providing enhanced, fire-resistant versions of our existing products. Our FRK kits are UL listed and comply with UL 263 Fire Resistance Ratings.

Indoor and outdoor wall boxes protect your wall plates, panels and connections elegantly and securely. The PWB-FR-450 is the industry’s only fire-rated box of this size. Every wall mounted display needs a PWB!

It’s Not Just Power Anymore!

FSR SmartFit is an innovative system that provides flexible AV solutions for fire rated “poke-thrus”. The SmartFit system features a universal cover assembly and multiple sub-plates that install on the fire rated “poke-thrus”. NOW AVAILABLE IN 4", 6", 8" & 10" SIZES.

Elevate your infrastructure with our Symphony Linx Raceway System. A Raceway System that’s been specifically designed to work with provider’s cabinets and workstations. The SymPhony Linx Raceway System is a safety conscious system that keeps the environment of your facility in mind.

Protect and Secure your Infrastructure Connections

Connecting the dots: FSR is the only one-stop shop for your connectivity needs. From your table box to your switchers, FSR has the perfect solution to fit your budget.

It's Not Just Power Anymore!

FSR SmartFit is an innovative system that provides flexible AV solutions for fire rated “poke-thrus”. The SmartFit system features a universal cover assembly and multiple sub-plates that install on the fire rated “poke-thrus”. NOW AVAILABLE IN 4", 6", 8" & 10" SIZES.

The Smart-Way is our all-in-one raceway system designed to accommodate your needs. The Smart-Way Raceway is perfect for any environment from schools to universities to corporate offices. Available in black, grey or silver and ADA compliant, the Smart-Way Raceway is only 0.6” high and is sold in 6’ sections.

It's Not Just Power Anymore!

FSR SmartFit is an innovative system that provides flexible AV solutions for fire rated “poke-thrus”. The SmartFit system features a universal cover assembly and multiple sub-plates that install on the fire rated “poke-thrus”. NOW AVAILABLE IN 4", 6", 8" & 10" SIZES.

The Intelligent Choice

The Smart-Way Raceway System is the intelligent choice for wire management. It can be installed on top of or in any flooring and provides a quick, easy, after-those-are-installed installation.

The Smart-Way Raceway puts cables where they’re needed. The raceway is perfect for classrooms, lecture halls and meeting rooms.

The racetrack compartments provide ample space for power, communications and AV connectivity.

The Smart-Way is a UL 2245 High, ADA compliant, available in black, grey and silver finishes and is sold in 6’ sections.

Now you can accommodate the lengthy equipment runs typically found in today’s classrooms and boardrooms through our extensive line of ceiling boxes. The Smart-Way Raceway System is perfect for any space where you need to manage cables and power.

It’s Not Just Power Anymore!

FSR SmartFit is an innovative system that provides flexible AV solutions for fire rated “poke-thrus”. The SmartFit system features a universal cover assembly and multiple sub-plates that install on the fire rated “poke-thrus”. NOW AVAILABLE IN 4", 6", 8" & 10" SIZES.
Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure.

A unique variety of boxes to handle stage, raised access, poured concrete or retro-fit flooring applications. FSR matches the décor of your installation with solid construction, beautiful carpet rims, flanges, and available accessories.

Our Fire-Resistant floor solutions expand the versatility of our floor box line by providing enhanced, fire-resistant versions of our existing products. Our FRK kits are UL listed and comply with UL 263 Fire Resistance Ratings.

Indoor and outdoor wall boxes protect wall plates, panels and connections elegantly and securely. The PWB-FR-450 is the industry's only fire-rated box of this size. Every wall mounted display needs a PWB!

Table Connectivity

From a single computer, to a full classroom or multi-media boardroom, HuddleVU Kits will distribute and process with cost-effective quality. Each kit can be upgraded with optional cable retractors or with FSR’s HuddleVU Air wireless presentation switcher.

A wide variety of table boxes that are unique and upscale, meeting the aesthetic demands of today’s consultants, architects and clients. Brass, black, aluminum and nickel finishes, a variety of sizes, shapes, and accessories are available.

HuddleVU Kits

It's Not Just Power Anymore!

FSR SmartFit is an innovative system that provides flexible AV solutions for fire rated "poke-thrus". The SmartFit system features a universal cover assembly and multiple sub-plates that install on the fire rated "poke-thrus". NOW AVAILABLE IN 4”, 6”, 8” & 10” SIZES.

The Smart-Way Raceway System is the intelligent choice for wire management. It installs on top of or in any flooring and provides a quick, easy, affordable and attractive installation. The Smart-Way Raceway gets cables where they’re needed. The raceway is perfect for collaborative environments or classrooms.

The raceway compartments provide ample space for power, communications and AV connectivity. The Smart-Way is a UL 2043, High, ADA compliant, available in slate gray or aluminum finishes and is sold in 6’ sections.

The Intelligent Choice

It eliminates all top of or any framing and provides a quick, easy, affordable and attractive installation.

The Smart-Way Raceway gets cables where they’re needed. The raceway is perfect for collaborative environments or classrooms.

The raceway compartments provide ample space for power, communications and AV connectivity.

The Smart-Way is a UL 2043, High, ADA compliant, available in slate gray or aluminum finishes and is sold in 6’ sections.

The Smart-Way Raceway is "Retractor Ready" allowing users easy access to AV cables and AC power.

DUAL DIGITAL KIT
CT6 Table Box +
DV-HSW-21A
2 x 1 HDMI Switcher and Cable Kit

DUAL LEGACY KIT
CT6 Table Box +
DV-MFSW-21A
2 x 1 HDMI Switcher and Cable Kit

QUAD UNIVERSAL KIT
CT6 Table Box +
DV-HDSS-41-Tx
4 x 1 Scaling Switcher and Cable Kit

SMART FIT
(POKE-THRU)
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**Digital Video Solutions**

- Audio output
- 1x2 HDMI Distribution Amp with extracted DV-HDA-12AUD
- High Performance HDMI 4x4 Matrix Switcher DV-HMSW4K-44
- HDBaseT 2.0 HDMI & USB Receiver HD-HU-SP-Rx
- HDBaseT 2.0 HDMI & USB Transmitter HD-HU-SP-Tx
- Slim-Pack Receiver HD-H-SP-Rx — 100 Meter HDBaseT
- Slim-Pack Transmitter HD-H-SP-Tx — 100 Meter HDBaseT
- 2x1 HDMI VGA Switcher DV-MFSW-21A
- 8-Input x 8-Output HDMI Matrix Switcher DV-HMSW4K-88
- Compass 3.0 Presentation Switcher Family
- CU Configuration Utility
- Built In Clock / Calendar with Scheduler
- Multi Command Scripting, Conditionality, Flags and Counters
- Up to 4 serial and 4 IR Ports (select models)
- Wall or desk mounting
- Self-contained with many features and models
- 3.5” Diagonal Color LCD Touch Screen

**HDBaseTTM EXTENDERS**

- 100 meter HDBaseT 2.0 HDMI & USB Receiver HD-HU-SP-Rx
- 100 meter HDBaseT 2.0 HDMI & USB Transmitter HD-HU-SP-Tx
- 2x1 HDMI & VGA Switcher DV-HSW-21A
- 2x1 HDMI VGA Switcher DV-MFSW-21A
- 7 x 1 Multi-Format Glitch-free Scaling Switcher DV-MFSS-71
- 8-Input x 8-Output HDMI Matrix Switcher DV-HMSW4K-88
- Compass 3.0 Presentation Switcher Family

**CONCERTO CABLE MANAGEMENT**

- One-stop production缆，sleek cable management in tube design which isn’t noticeable for hiding cables and power. Slow transition from flammable discards to low flammability.
- Water-Safe Nox constructed from environmentally friendly piece of Digital. Can be used for the extension of cables with media access.

**CHARGING STATIONS**

- Wireless Charge The TC-509 charges without interference with wireless charging technology. It’s easy format giving you charging options.
- FLEX-WT-100 Wireless Wall Plate

**ROOM CONTROL & COMBINING**

- FSR makes room control user friendly and cost effective!

**CONCERTO**

- Single production tube, sleek cable management in tube design which isn’t noticeable for hiding cables and power. Slow transition from flammable discards to low flammability.
- Water-Safe Nox constructed from environmentally friendly piece of Digital. Can be used for the extension of cables with media access.
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